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Weddings
You’ve decided who you want to spend the rest of your life with, 
now where do you start creating the memories that will do that 
justice? Raemoir. 

Raemoir is available on a private use basis only and we 
encourage you to see the house as your own which ensures that 
your imagination can fly whilst keeping your day intimate and 
special. Whether you dream of a grand fairytale ceremony or just 
a family get together we have the venue and experience to help 
create that memorable event.

The house itself can hold 120 (split most comfortably between 
70 day guests plus 50 more at night) otherwise the Marquee, 
which is connected to the house by a weatherproof link, is 
available. Between the house and the 14 acres of grounds there 
are cosy nooks, wide open spaces, room to dance, room to relax, 
there’s even a Woodland Cathedral which allows that real rustic 
touch to it all. 

Ceremonies
We are spoilt at Raemoir with a quirky choice of spaces 
for your ceremony, both indoor and out. There is the 
Grand Ballroom, the spacious Marquee, the Woodland 
Cathedral, under the Giant Fir or on top of the Hill of 
Fare. Where does your imagination take you.....

The Woodland Cathedral is a magical space next to the 
house, but hidden amongst mature trees, a beautiful 
rustic setting for the warmer months. Or if you’re feeling 
really adventurous, we can take you to the top of the 
Hill of Fare where the backdrop is Aberdeenshire, Royal 
Deeside and the Cairngorms. 

Vows on the Lawn 
Our south-facing Lawns provide a bright open space 
for the Ceremony with direct access from the house 
from the main door or from the Big Fish Bar and down 
the circular steps allowing views over the Raemoir 
estate and to the hills beyond. 

Never Mind the Weather
If you’d prefer a roof over your heads then the Oval 
Ballroom, named for its curved walls and wooden 
doors, creates a uniquely shaped room for a ceremony 
and its open hearth, double height bay windows and 
vintage flock covered walls all help set the scene. 
The Garden Room suits the smaller, really intimate 
ceremony and our fully dressed Marquee Pavilion is the 
place for larger ceremonies.



Food and Drink
We are very proud to be able to offer some of the finest 
food and drink in the country here in Aberdeenshire. 
Overseen by our Masterchef of Great Britain, Robert 
Ramsay, our team not only works with local suppliers, 
producers and farmers to source outstanding produce in 
order to create wonderful dishes for you but forages the 
estate as well. Our chefs will happily work with you to 
create a menu that reflects your ideas whether for your 
wedding meal, an evening Supper, Barbecue in the Fire 
Pit or breakfast. We also have excellent local contacts for 
Asian cooking if required. 

Our Big Fish Bar is stocked with Scottish beers, Whisky, 
Rums and Gin as well as everything else you would 
expect. We cannot stock everything however we are 
quite happy to arrange any particular drink or brand that 
you would like for your event.

The Cost 
You’ll probably have gathered by now that a wedding at Everyone needs to budget for an event and a wedding at 
Raemoir is no different but because we are an exclusive use venue only we are able to manage your cost on a personal 
basis simply as you will be telling us what you want, not us telling you what we are giving you!

Many people think that exclusive use means expensive but we like to think this is not the case. Of course having a 
venue like Raemoir to yourself which comes complete with en-suite bedrooms, a full team of staff to cater for all your 
needs and private grounds will inevitably cost more than a price per head at a hotel that you have to share with the 
public or a dry-hire venue where the hire cost is just the start, but once everything is accounted for, and you can be 
assured that we have no hidden extras or unknown-at-the-outset additional charges (like napkins or red carpets or 
cake stands and knives) then you might be surprised at how reasonable the end result is. 

Call us on 01330 824884 and we can discuss your requirements and what to expect in a quote from us.

Spaces for Weddings

(for dancing, dining, relaxing, gazing, playing… and making memories)

Raemoir is a dream location in many ways, but the feather 
in our cap is the house itself. The shared spaces and 
bedrooms each have a character all of their own, reflecting 
the fascinating history and legacy of this grand Georgian 
mansion house.  

Our public rooms are all on the ground floor with glorious 
views over the parkland and woods of our private estate. 
The beautiful bay windows are made for gazing out over 
the changing seasons from the comfort of a cosy armchair 
or posing for the perfect Instagram story. The rooms are 
all interconnected and doors can be opened for maximum 
mingling or kept closed to create unique spaces.



The House  
Built in the Georgian Era with many original features 
remaining, the house has been further enhanced by 
tasteful yet quirky renovations over the years.

Within the main house you will find 12 individually 
decorated en suite bedrooms which can sleep 24 guests.

All of the public rooms are situated on the ground floor 
and benefit from  wonderful views over the surrounding 
countryside adding  to the overall cosy and relaxed 
atmosphere Raemoir is known for.

Capacity 
We can have 80 of you lovely people sit down to eat, 
followed by 40 more guests joining for dancing afterwards.

The Ha’Hoose
Thought to be one of the few inhabited Hall Houses in 
Scotland, the historic Ha’Hoose at Raemoir was built in 
1715 and was Raemoir’s  original “big house”, before the 
main house was built.

It has 4 spacious double bedrooms. Two of which are 
small suites which are ideal as family rooms.

The Panelled Lounge 
The Panelled Lounge captures the hearts of the comfort-
lovers, who dream of nestling in a comfy chair by the 
roaring fireside. Whether you’ve got a book and a 
moment of solitude in mind, or a game and some drinks 
with a plan for a fun-filled afternoon, the Scots pine-clad 
walls and luxurious sofas will provide the perfect space.

Capacity
Big Fish Bar and Panelled Lounge – these are both areas 
for mingling and enjoying each other’s company, and we 
don’t like to put a limit on that (however, the government 
may have different ideas and we’ll stick to those 
guidelines at the time wherever provided).



The Big Fish Bar 
The Big Fish Bar is an ideal size for the heart of your 
gathering. We’re proud to stock loads of Scottish malts, 
gins and beers as well as everything else you’d expect, 
and the huge tarpon caught in 1807 which gives the bar 
its name is sure to provide a talking point or two. The bar 
is decorated in our signature quirky style and includes 
an original bed headboard from the original house. Your 
party can spill out onto the lawn from here, through the 
double doors and down the seriously photogenic steps.

The Oval Room 
The Oval Room has unique curved walls and doors, a 
grand bronze chandelier and vintage flocked lined walls, 
all of which create a feeling of time warp. Of all the 
rooms this one feels the most like you’re stepping back 
in time, whether you’re sitting down to a fabulous private 
dinner, creating the perfect ceremony or dancing like 
nobody’s watching. There’s another open fireplace for 
cosiness, and stunningly tall windows to make the most 
of the beautiful views.

Capacity 
24 dining on a single grand table,
40 for more informal dining,
80 can be seated for a ceremony and a dance.

The Garden Room 
The Garden Room has a charm all of its own, sandwiched 
between the Big Fish Bar and the Oval Room, it provides 
a lovely private space which can be used for an intimate 
dinner or ceremony, a games room or a quiet haven.

Capacity 
12 people for intimate dining, 20 for a small ceremony.



The Georgian Room 
The Georgian Room is our largest room which allows us 
to welcome larger events and dining to the house. Floor 
to ceiling windows are framed by sumptuous drapes and 
look out to the grounds beyond.

Capacity 
80 people dining

The Woodland Cathedral 
The Woodland Cathedral is our outdoor hideaway, 
framed by ancient yew trees and surrounded by parkland. 
It can be the perfect setting for a rustic ceremony, or the 
focus for a fun barbecue or hog roast.

Capacity  
It is outside so really as many as you like, although we 
find 40-50 works well for a ceremony or an informal 
barbeque.

The Marquee Pavilion 
The Marquee Pavilion is a seasonal space, usually in place 
at the side of the house from March to December. There 
is easy access into the building and the spacious and 
luxurious restrooms, as well as a small staircase back into 
the main house. The Pavilion is lined with drapes, lit and 
heated and opens out to the spacious grounds. 

Capacity 
Fits 200 for a dinner and dance at its standard size, but 
can be made smaller or larger (up to 360) without the 
need to move furniture around.

Bedrooms
Our suites and bedrooms are all individually designed, 
combining rich history with modern comforts to ensure a 
great stay. There are 14 bedrooms in the main house, and 
another four rooms including two suites in the Ha’Hoose 
which was the original 17th century house. All our 
bedrooms are en-suite with large flat screens, free Wi-Fi 
and a goodie bag. Raemoir normally sleeps 34 people, but 
we are usually able to work our magic and squeeze a few 
more in. Oh, and dogs are more than welcome.



Frequently Asked Questions

Booking a Room
Sorry but we do not rent out individual rooms. The hosts rent the 
entire house and allocate bedrooms themselves.

Viewings
Please e-mail or call us to arrange a viewing. Please do not turn 
up at Raemoir without an appointment as the house is often 
occupied by guests so a prior appointment is always necessary.

adhere to COVID FAQ’s
Current regulations as prescribed will be adhered to with any 
venue specific instructions being applied.

Wheelchair Access
The entire ground floor of the house is wheelchair accessible 
along with a spacious toilet facility. There is accessible parking 
in front of the house but please let us know if any assistance is 
required.

Cots, Extra Beds & High Chairs
We have Highchairs, Cots and Z-Beds that we are happy to 
set up for you. There may be associate guest number and linen 
charges where applicable.

Dogs, Horses & Lamas
Dogs are very welcome in all areas of the house however we are 
surrounded by stables, farmland and livestock so dogs must be 
kept on a lead when outside in our grounds. Once beyond the 
perimeter we advise that the Scottish Outdoor Access Code be 
adhered to.

Parking & Buses
We have free parking and non-residents cars can be left 
overnight on the condition they are removed by the end of the 
event, usually 11am on departure day to allow unimpeded access 
for the next guests. All buses should contact us for instruction 
before coming to Raemoir.

Access
Check in time is 14:00hrs on arrival day, earlier check in can only 
be made by arrangement. Check out time is 11:00hrs unless a 
later checkout has been agreed in advance. This may incur an 
additional cost.

Access For Service Providers
Access for suppliers is the same as yours, 14:00hrs on arrival day 
or earlier if pre-arranged although this may incur an additional 
cost if it impedes the access times of a previous event. All 
supplier goods need to be removed on the day of departure - I 
am afraid we work 7 days/week and expect your event suppliers 
to do likewise. There may be an access charge applied if we have 
to attend the premises after the event to allow suppliers in.

Damage & Breakages
In return for being able to use our house for your event we ask 
that you treat it with the respect you give your own home. We 
understand accidents can happen however you, as the hosts, are 
held responsible for your guests at all times so we expect that 
commensurate compensation is provided where there is a cost 
burden in us as a result of your or your guests actions. You can 
get insurance to cover such events.

Confetti
Biodegradable confetti is allowed outside the house.

Supplier Recommendations
We can supply a list of contacts for most requirements.

Capacities
The house can host up to 120 guests most comfortably split 
between 70 day/dining guests with another 50 for the evening. 
The venue hire comes complete with our 16 en-suite double 
rooms sleeping 32 guests. More can be accommodated by 
arrangement.

Outdoor Wedding Ceremonies
We have a variety of spaces outdoors for ceremonies, 
unfortunately the Scottish weather is not something we can 
control and often we have to make the decision on the morning 
of your day. Suppliers should me made aware they would be 
required to be available to move their décor on the day if needed, 
we do not take any responsibility for any third party items when 
in Raemoir.

Wedding Packages & Quotes
We do not offer set price packages, the cost will be dependent 
on your preferences. Initially we can prepare a budget quote and 
this is done by taking average costs over 12 months of weddings, 
multiplying by your numbers and adjusting for the date so any 
quote provided like this will be as accurate as the information 
you provide. For example “120 people for Summer 2023” could 
mean any day of the week over a 5 month period from May to 
September which has a lot of combinations and if the 120 is to be 
split between day and evening guests then please let us know as 
it may mean the difference between not needing the chargeable 
Marquee (70+50) or needing the Marquee (100+20). 

There are no hidden extras or charges in our pricing, any extra 
charges will be at your request.

Catering
The house is supplied fully staffed and catered. Our dedicated 
staff are skilled and happy to tailor menus to your own 
requirements. External caterers and bar suppliers are not 
permitted.

Supplying Own Alcohol
The house is fully licensed and we are responsible for all guest 
drinks consumption on the premises- as per the terms of our 
drinks license. No alcohol can be brought onto the premises for 
consumption on the premises, grounds or car park.

Cleaning
The public areas and toilets are cleaned frequently throughout 
you stay. Bedrooms are cleaned after every stay. The cost for 
this is included in the hire cost, unless the house is left in an 
unreasonable state in which case we charge for additional 
cleaning at £25 per cleaner per hour.

Wi-Fi
There is Wi-Fi in the house, although the signal is better in some 
areas than others – the technology has yet to master the thick 
granite walls!

First Aid
We have a defibrillator in the main house and several staff 
members are trained first aiders.

Smoking
No smoking is allowed in the house. (£500 deep cleaning bill per 
room if anyone smokes inside). Please do not try to rip the alarms 
off the ceiling as the alarm will go off and will not reset. There are 
ash buckets outside so please use them.



The Location  ideally exclusive

By Road
Raemoir is two miles north of Banchory where the A980 
and the B977 meet and is approximately 25 minutes 
drive from Aberdeen.

By Air
The Airport is 25 minutes away and is served from most 
parts of the UK. It is only one hour and twenty minutes 
from London and there are direct flights from a number 
of European destinations. Contact us to arrange a pick up 
or for car hire information.

By Helicopter
Ten minutes from Aberdeen and one hour from Glasgow 
or Edinburgh. Raemoir has its own private helipad for 
guest’s use whether for a grand arrival or departure.

By Train
Stonehaven is the stop before Aberdeen from the 
south and Inverurie from the north each providing an 
opportunity for a more scenic final journey to Raemoir. 
There are hourly services from Glasgow, Edinburgh and 
Inverness. Contact us to arrange a pick up or for car  
hire information.

Inverness Aberdeen

Glasgow Edinburgh
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